
TUCK MBA ESSAYS 2012

Today, Tuck Admissions set its deadlines for MBA applications for the admissions cycle. The round one application
deadline will be.

Applying to Tuck this year? Share your long-term goals. Optional Please provide any additional insight or
information that you have not addressed elsewhere that may be helpful in reviewing your application e. Try
not to overhype it though! Pro Tip: Please do not talk about your passion for mentoring! The optional essay is
only to be used if you really need it. If Tuck is your top choice, or at least a very strong 2nd or 3rd choice,
Early Action is a great way to signal your enthusiasm for the school. What did you learn about your own
individual strengths and weaknesses through this experience? Sometimes talking with the people who know
you the best can aid your self-awareness. Tell us who you are. What actions did you take as a result and what
did you learn from this experience? The round one application deadline will be October 7, with a November 1
deadline for applicant-initiated interviews. Wisdom encompasses the essential aptitudes of confident humility,
about what one does and does not know; empathy, towards the diverse ideas and experiences of others; and
judgment, about when and how to take risks for the better. Our Tuck MBA application guide has been totally
overhauled to help you make the most of the opportunities they are offering to present examples of how you
are a fit to this culture. Classic Tuck! As a diverse and global community, our students arrive at the same place
from many different paths. And, as always, be sure to find us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter! What
actions did you take as a result and what did you learn from this experience? This was, frankly, an advantage
to applicants, in our opinion. The admissions committee expects that the other two criteriaâ€”smart and
accomplishedâ€”will be covered elsewhere in the application. Once you understand Tuck, think about who
you are and the experiences that have shaped you. Note the second part of the question, about what you
learned about yourself. Think about your behavior in a team. Complete this question only if you feel your
candidacy is not fully represented by this application. The admissions committee has spent considerable time
developing a clear set of criteria for admissions. Tell us who you are and what you will contribute. Tuck has
always cared about career goals as an important element of your application, and they changed the wording
this year from what they had previously â€” and now this is a great career goals question! Tuck has
standardized a lot of policies and processes, however they are still unique in other ways, and your experience
applying to Tuck will be different than it is for many other schools like Yale or MIT. Well, only about four
years ago, their full range was to â€” so as you can see, the low end is almost points HIGHER than it used to
be. This essay will demonstrate that you are aware of your own personality and that you can understand how
you interact with others. Cancel Tuck Makes Applicant-Friendly Changes for the Admissions Cycle
Application refinements will give prospective MBA students more time to apply for round one, more space to
share how Tuck advances their aspirations, and a streamlined experience for applicant references. Describe the
most important piece of constructive feedback you have given the applicant. Or, someone who was not in a
position to help you. So, in this case, you would be best off simply identifying a time when you have shined
and then telling that story, following the narrative as it happened, revealing the bumps and bruises you
incurred along the way and then reflecting on them. As we always advise our clients when it comes to optional
essays, only use this essay if you need to explain a low undergraduate GPA or other potential blemish in your
background. And none of your other schools are asking anything directly comparable. Not too different!
Dartmouth College Tuck Essay Analysis, â€” July 16, The trend toward fewer application essays this season
continues with the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College, which has dropped one full essay from last
year and is now down to three required, and very straightforward, essay questions: one about career goals and
Tuck, one about leadership and one about failure.


